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360°
Ansicht

A GREAT  TRADIT ION .
The Cruiser on an Iveco platform is the motorhome for active people. At the same time it embodies the tradition for which  
our company stands like no other model in the Concorde family. It contains the unique experience of 30 years of building 
over-cab berths. From the floor plan layout, through the berth sizes, to the stowage space concept, every detail of this  
motorhome is based on the knowledge gained in more than three decades. Get on board and experience the difference.

Get the complete overview! Some of the illustrations in this brochure are accompanied by a QR code. 
For an interactive, 360-degree view on a smartphone or a tablet, simply scan the code with a QR code reader.
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THE  CRUISER  FAMILY  I S  GROWING .

Redefining freedom starts for you with the choice of two different chassis: the Iveco Daily with its generous payload and an 
optional 8-speed ZF fully-automatic transmission, and the Iveco Euro Cargo, a “lightweight” commercial vehicle chassis with 
plenty of torque, a compressed air brake system and an engine brake that leaves no wishes unfulfilled.

Cruiser
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AACT ION “ IDEAL  HOME”.

The living space. Living with Concorde round seating means living in harmony with yourself and your environ-
ment. The spacious layout, the carefully considered floor plans and the ergonomically optimised dimensions of 
seating and living room furniture ensure a pleasant and relaxing leisure experience even at first glance. The large 
windows, numerous lamps and spots result in an imposing impression of space in a bright and friendly living 
environment.
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The kitchen. The kitchen and dinette with round seating at the rear is a clear commitment to 
quality and functionality. Three-burner stove, single-hand action mixer tap and a stainless steel 
kitchen sink - the kitchen space sets new standards in terms of ergonomics, design and function-
ality. Thanks to generous stowage space above and below the kitchen top made of mineral material, 
your cooking utensils will all disappear in next to no time. The large volume AES refrigerator gives 
you plenty of space for cool storage of your supplies from home or typical market purchases.

II S  THERE  AN ALTERNAT IVE?
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The bathroom. In the RRL alcove, Concorde has promoted the bathroom to a wellness oasis with a  
revolutionary premium appeal. The solution is as ingenious as it is simple: the bathroom extends 
across the entire width with a washstand and what is virtually a walk - in wardrobe on one side, and  
a convenient toilet and a spacious shower on the other. Perfect for a fresh -up in the morning and 
firmly making any feelings of cramped space a thing of the past.

AA BATHROOM 

DOES  JUST ICE  TO  THE  TERM.
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The bedroom. To help you relax and unwind after a busy day, the developers have
really thought of everything in this spacious dream of an over-cab berth. Two  
comfortable longitudinal berths and an internal height of more than 800 mm give 
you the impression of a bedroom rather than an over-cab berth. The convenient  
exit via sliding steps means that your partner can carry on sleeping undisturbed  
and ensures a safe way back into this cosy space.

WWELL-RESTED  ON A  JOURNEY 

OF  D ISCOVERY.
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The living space. When you decide on a Cruiser, you do so consciously based on your experience. 
You have clear ideas and preferences and unequivocal requirements: absolute quality, absolute 
comfort and absolute independence – this is what distinguishes Cruiser drivers.

EEXCLUSIV ITY  –  AS  FAR AS THE EYE  CAN SEE .
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The kitchen. Deciding to purchase a luxury over-cab berth model testifies to your high 
level of individuality. The Cruiser also guarantees this in the kitchen area. Inexhaustiblen 
stowage space options and the huge AES refrigerator with a separate freezer compartment 
make you independent of utilities. There is no need to restrict yourself; buy whatever you 
like at the market, you certainly have enough space to do so.

IINDEPENDENCE  IS  SOVERE IGNTY.
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The bathroom. A little more in terms of options, privacy, and cupboard space? 
All these requirements are met by the new bathroom concept in the Cruiser. 
The premium bathroom with a separate toilet room, a luxurious shower and two 
closets is the measure of all things, and an unrivalled among bathrooms.

WWOULD YOU L IKE  A  L I T T LE  MORE?
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The bedroom. Spacious berth dimensions at the rear and over - cab, with an 
award-winning bed design make for sweet dreams and a restful sleep. The  
Cruiser offers flexible sleeping space options. Whether you opt for longitudinal 
twin beds or a bed across the rear end. Unforgettable sleeping comfort is  
guaranteed by all variants.

DDREAM BERTHS  COME TRUE .
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The Living room. Treat yourselves to a journey without any restrictions in comfort. In the spacious and elegant 
living room area the Cruiser has as option to the Wenge Furniture the exclusive wood variant “Noce”. The exclusive 
wood “Noce” is combined with the “Senosan” cream white fronts. For maximal comfort as standard we have the 
floor covering in parquet look or optionally the Slate and the Yacht effect to choose from.

GGENEROS I TY  IN  TERMS OF

COMFORT  AND EQUIPMENT.
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Classic – UpholsteryEEXPRESS IVE  IN  I TS

INTER IOR  QUAL I T I ES .

Leather and fabrics. We offer a wide range of different full leather and microfiber covers; Examples  
of which can be seen to thee right side. All materials are meticulously manufactured in selected
workshops, adhering to Concorde’s strict quality requirements. To allow them to retain their typical
qualities during their long life on the road, they undergo an innovative waterproofing process:
our microfibre materials are equipped with ConLotus, whilst our leathers are equipped with the  
anti-soiling Aquaderm X-Shield. Dirt does not stick, liquid simply rolls off, and the feel and  sup-
pleness are preserved. In addition, you can choose the Concorde designed Redonda upholstery. It 
ensures optimum grip, relaxes the spine and supports the lumbar region.

Redonda – Upholstery Toffee
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Textile/microfibre combination “Cream”

Leather “Savanna”

Textile/microfibre combination “Caramel” Leather “Stone”

Exclusive Leather “Rustic Grey”Leather “Mother-of-pearl”
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A
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THE  STANDARD “H IGHL IGHTS”  OF

THE  CRUISER .

(T) Mineral kitchen worktop with stainless steel sink. High-quality mineral kitchen worktop in 
combination with hygienic stainless steel sink grant a clean atmosphere. Well-thought-out details such 
as drop and water gutters facilitate the domestic work. Smart idea: the support for the two-parts sink 
cover enables the use of this space as an additional work surface. The pull-out sprinkler and the storage  
area for a Nespresso coffee machine are the result of a professional kitchen planning. Consequent 
furniture is the finesse that makes the difference.

Double floor storage. The heated double floor with an enormous inside height of 420 mm offers 
spacious storage and is accessible through the large and for 180° rotatable storage flaps. Intelligent 
transport solutions such as an extendible drawer with transport boxes offer ideal and useful additional 
benefit of the double floor storage.

300 W Sinus inverter. The Sinus inverter supplies small consumers such as battery chargers and 
respirator steadily with electricity. The main priority circuit effectuates the automatic switchover of the 
inverter voltage to the charge current. The inverter switches off and the leisure battery is not charged 
unnecessarily, when the motorhome receives electricity from the outside. If the extern voltage failed, 
the inverter restarts. Important for the connected 230 V consumers which are dependent on an unin-
terruptible voltage supply.

A

B

C



Floor plans. Treat yourself to the freedom to configure your own custom dream motorhome. On two chassis and with six different 
floor plans, the Cruiser offers plenty of scope for making your wishes and dreams come true.

FFREEDOM BEG INS  WITH  FLEX IB I L I TY.
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TVTV

TVTV

Cruiser Iveco 894 L / LR
Eurocargo

Cruiser Iveco 890 RRL
Daily

Cruiser Iveco 894 HS / HSR
Eurocargo

Cruiser Iveco 891 L / LR
Daily

Cruiser Iveco 891 HS / HSR
Daily

Cruiser Iveco 791 RL
Daily
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TV on 
Sideboard
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The essence of mobile travel. Concorde is committed to the concept of quality
craftsmanship. We manufacture motorhomes of the highest quality for the highest
demands. Every vehicle is unique, every vehicle is a masterpiece, classically hand-
crafted in a traditional Franconian company, with unwavering passion, enthusiasm
and inspiration. Because a passion for motorhomes is what unites the people at
Concorde. And it is that which unites us with you.

OOUR DRIVE FOR

YOUR PASSION.
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“It remains our daily objective to not 

only to build Motorhomes to the  

highest possible standard, but also to  

fulfill the hopes and dreams of our 

customers.”

Bastian Mathy
Head of Production
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“There are no limits in terms of Quality, 

therefore we continue to believe that  

no matter how good we may be, there  

is always room for improvement.”

Patrick Murphy 
Quality-Manager



Concorde Reisemobile GmbH
Concorde-Straße 2–4  |  D-96132 Schlüsselfeld-Aschbach
Tel.: +49 (0) 9555 9225–0  |  Fax: +49 (0) 9555 9225–44

Web: www.concorde.eu  |  E-Mail: info@concorde.eu

All information and illustrations apply to Concorde motorhomes from the 2016 model year. The model programme, technical specifications and features may vary from country to country.
The design is based on the German Road Traffic Act (Straßenverkehrs-Ordnung – StVO) and the Road Traffic Licensing Regulations (Straßenverkehrs-Zulassungs-Ordnung – StVZO).

We reserve the right to make changes, including without prior notice. Your Concorde dealer will be happy to provide you with up-to-date information.
Please note that some illustrations also show vehicles with optional extras, which may deviate from the standard range. GB
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